We propose and implement a novel 1-bit coding metasurface that is capable of focusing and steering beam for enhancing power transfer efficiency of the electromagnetic (EM) wave-based wireless power transfer systems. The proposed metasurface comprises 16 × 16 unit cells which are designed with a fractal structure and the operating frequency of 5.8 GHz. One PIN diode is incorporated within each unit cell and enables two states with 180 • phase change of the reflected signal at the unit cell. The two states of the unit cell correspond to the ON and OFF states of the PIN diode or "0" and "1" coding in the metasurface. By appropriately handling the ON/OFF states of the coding metasurface, we can control the reflected EM wave impinged on the metasurface. To verify the working ability of the coding metasurface, a prototype metasurface with a control board has been fabricated and measured. The results showed that the coding metasurface is capable of focusing beam to desired direction. For practical scenarios, we propose an adaptive optimal phase control scheme for focusing the beam to a mobile target. Furthermore, we prove that the proposed adaptive optimal phase control scheme outperforms the random phase control and beam synthesis schemes.
Introduction
In the last decade, due to the increasing number of wireless and mobile devices being used, charging these devices has become a crucial problem, which is now capturing massive attention. The traditional charging method with cords is not preferable for futuristic systems and devices (e.g., Internet of Things, wireless sensor networks (WSN)). Wireless power transfer (WPT), allowing us to charge a device without any wire, is emerging as a promising technology for resolving the battery charging problem.
Since the first demonstration of WPT by Tesla in early 1900, engineers and researchers have recently come up with various techniques to transfer power wirelessly [1] [2] [3] . Among them, electrical methods, consisting of inductive coupling, magnetic resonant coupling, and electromagnetic (EM) radiation, are pervasive. While the first two methods are able to provide high transmission efficiency within a short range, EM radiation is capable of providing long-range WPT but with low efficiency [2] . Achieving both long range and high efficiency is still the main challenge in WPT which requires optimal solutions. For the case of EM radiation, beam forming and focusing is a potential solution for both long distance and high efficiency, which is enabled using phased-array antennas (PAA).
Recently, a novel concept of coding and digital metasurface has emerged as a promising and alternative technique that can perform beam focusing, multibeam, or scattering [4, 5] . A metasurface consists of hundreds to thousands of unit cells which have different reflection responses to incident EM waves. In contrast to PAA, which depends on power-hungry and active components, coding metasurface enables beam synthesis by just turning ON or OFF the PIN diode integrated with each unit cell in the metasurface. By doing that, we can actually control the reflected signal outgoing from the metasurface.
The term coding metasurface was first coined by Cui and colleagues in 2014 [4] . Since then, several works and progress have been made in this area [5] [6] [7] . Different designs of 1-bit unit cell and metasurface have been proposed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Yang and colleagues proposed a simple rectangular element but working effectively in metasurface. The authors first designed and fabricated 10 × 10 array to demonstrate the working ability of the unit cell and metasurface [8, 9] . Afterwards, this work was extended to 1600 element metasurface [10] [11] [12] . In these papers, the authors theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that the 1-bit metasurface is capable of digital beam focusing, multibeam focusing, scattering, and broadside beam synthesis. A 1-bit digital reconfigurable reflective metasurface with 20 × 20 cells is presented for beam-scanning in [13] . In that work, the authors used a varactor diode instead of a PIN diode for achieving wider bandwidth. Some works have also focused on designing 2-bit metasurface [14, 15] . For instance, a dynamic beam manipulation based on 2-bit digitally controlled coding metasurface was proposed in [14] by Huang and colleagues. To enable a 2-bit operation, the authors used two PIN diodes in each meta-atom to produce four phase responses of 0, π/2, π, and 3π/2, which correspond to four basic digital elements "00", "01", "10", and "11". Experiments and measurements were conducted, which demonstrate one-beam deflection, two-and four-beam splitting, and beam diffusion by real-time control of the bias voltage. Another work is a transmission-type 2-bit programmable metasurface for single-sensor and single-frequency microwave imaging in [15] . The authors designed the unit-cell with two layers, in which each layer contains a switchable diode for providing 2-bit control ability. Recently, there has been an increasing number of research works which focus on using metasurface in wireless power transfer [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Nevertheless, these works are just able to do fixed focusing and are definitely inapplicable for mobile devices.
For an adaptive beam focusing, the channel between each unit cell of the metasurface and the receiver should be estimated. The authors in [23] [24] [25] theoretically analyzed and proposed the method for estimating the channel in intelligent surface or programmable metasurface. The method enables channel estimation by setting a single unit cell in "ON" state and the others in "OFF" state in a training time. However, this method might be impractical, especially when it comes to huge number of unit cells in the metasurface, as the reflected signal from one unit cell is too feeble compared to the rest.
In this paper, we propose a novel 1-bit coding metasurface that can dynamically perform beam focusing to the desired direction for WPT applications. Indeed, the proposed metasurface consists of 16 × 16 unit cells which are designed to operate at 5.8 GHz with two states (ON/OFF states) corresponding to a 0 • or 180 • phase shift of the reflected signal. To obtain the unit cell for a real metasurface, we applied the fractal structure in designing the unit cell. Therefore, the unit cell has ca ompact size with dimensions of 11 × 11 × 1.52 mm 3 . In order to electrically steer the beam, appropriate ON/OFF states of the unit cells in the metasurface should be set by a control board. The beam-focusing ability of the proposed coding metasurface has been validated by the experiment. The experimental results showed that the metasurface can steer and focus the beam within the range of (60 • , 0 • ) in the elevation angle. For practical scenarios, an optimal phase control scheme is proposed and applied to adaptively track the mobile devices. The experimental results showed that the optimal phase control scheme performs better than the random phase control and beam synthesis schemes.
Coding Metasurface Theory
In contrast to the existing metasurfaces that change the design structure of each unit cell to acquire the desired reflective phase shift, the coding and digital metasurface manipulates and reflects the impinged EM wave via different states of identical unit cells with the help of PIN diodes. For the theoretical analysis, we considered a coding metasurface with M × N 1-bit unit cells as shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, as incident with an EM wave, the unit cell can operate in two states with the same reflected magnitude but 180 • phase change. There are possibly two types of illuminating sources (plane wave and a point source) to be considered.
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Receiver Figure 1 . The coding metasurface model. With x-or y-polarized EM wave incidence, the scattering field from the coding metasurface can be theoretically expressed as [12] 
A mn e jα mn · Γ mn e jφ mn · f mn (θ, ϕ) · e jk 0 (md x sin θ cos ϕ+nd y sin θ cos ϕ) ,
where A mn , α mn are the relative illuminating amplitude and phase with respect to each unit cell in the metasurface (A mn = 1, α mn = 0 • if the source is plane wave), Γ mn , φ mn are the reflection amplitude and phase of mnth unit cell, f mn (θ, ϕ) is the scattering pattern of the unit cell, and d x and d y indicate the unit cell spacing in x and y directions. According to Equation (1), the scattering EM wave from the metasurface can be controlled and formed by adjusting the reflection amplitude (Γ mn ) and phase (φ mn ) of each unit cell. Therefore, we can say that the metasurface may possibly be encoded via these two parameters. Assuming that the reflection magnitude is identical, the reflection phase matrix with respect to the coding metasurface can be described by:
One should obtain the appropriate Φ matrix for a specific beam pattern synthesis. To focus the beam to the desired direction, the phase compensation of each unit cell can be calculated by [21] :
where k is the wavenumber, f is the location of the EM source, d is the location of the focusing point, and r mn is the position of the mnth unit cell.
Phase Quantization
The above computed phase is the ideal phase shift of each unit cell. However, only a limited phase shift can actually be provided with the coding unit cell. Hence, it is inevitable that we have to consider the phase quantization for the coding metasurface [13] . One can realize from Equation (3) that the phase compensation might be not within the range between 0 and 2π. Then, it should be shifted to be in the range of [0, 2π] before being quantized. Considering 1-bit coding unit cell, the shifted and quantized phase can be given as:φ
After quantization, the reflection phase of the unit cell has just two states: 0 • or 180 • , corresponding to the coding "1" and coding "0", respectively. To demonstrate the focusing ability of the coding metasurface, we computed the ideal phase and quantized phase distribution of the 16 × 16 coding metasurface using the above phase compensation method and the corresponding beam pattern as presented in Figure 2 . The metasurface is assumed to be placed in XOY plane and is excited by a point source. Although the relative power generated by the ideal phase distribution (245) is much higher compared to one of the quantized phase distribution (around 170), both cases are capable of performing good beam steering. It is clear that beam synthesis can be acquired by 1-bit coding metasurface.
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Optimal Phase Control for Adaptive WPT
Due to the imperfection of the manufacturing and experimental setting, the beam may not exactly be directed to the desired direction, which reduces the power received at the receiver. Moreover, in the practical scenarios, the coding metasurface should perform adaptive beam tracking according to the position of the mobile receiving devices. In order to tackle the above-mentioned problem, we propose an optimal phase control scheme allowing us to localize the receiver and focus the power toward that desired position based on the experimental data. The procedure of obtaining the adaptive optimal phase is presented in Figure 3 . Each unit cell in the metasurface can be considered as an antenna element in an array antenna. Therefore, we can mathematically express the system model as below:
where M is the number of unit cells in the metasurface, n is the additive white Gaussian noise, and h i is the channel corresponding to the ith unit cell with the state x i . For adaptive beam focusing, we have to know the channel to obtain the optimal phase at the metasurface. Analogous to the multiple input single output (MISO) system, we can estimate the channel from each unit cell to the receiver using predefined pilots. Recently, researchers in [23] [24] [25] attempted to estimate the channels of the intelligent surface by sending data with one unit cell in "ON" state and the others in "OFF" state at a given training time. However, this method would be impractical, especially when it comes to a huge number of unit cells in the metasurface, as the reflected signal from only one "ON" unit cell is too feeble compared to the rest. Consequently, this leads to unfeasible measurement of the change in the received signal at different training times. Therefore, to tackle this problem, we used 256 independent ON/OFF patterns of the metasurface, which is based on the Hadamard matrix, as training pilots. Then, the adaptive optimal phase control scheme is proposed with the following steps:
• Training: sending the signal with 256 independent ON/OFF patterns; • Channel estimation: 256 channels between each unit cell of the metasurface is estimated by multiplying the received signals with the inversion of 256 transmitting patterns; • Optimal phase calculation: optimal phase of each unit cell is obtained by taking the phase of the channel after being conjugated; • Phase quantization: quantizing the phase based on Equation (5); • Optimal ON/OFF pattern: mapping the quantization phases with the ON/OFF state (180 • to "ON", 0 • to "OFF").
Design of Coding Metasurface
Unit Cell Design
In order to have a good performance coding metasurface, a unit cell should be precisely designed to have particular characteristics. As the ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) band is free and pervasive, we selected 5.8 GHz which is in the ISM band as the target operating frequency in this work. The final 1-bit unit cell structure is presented in Figure 4 . The unit cell is designed on a substrate of Taconic RF-35 with a permittivity of 3.5 and loss tangent of 0.0018. A PIN diode (SMPA1320-079LF-203195B) is integrated with each unit cell to connect the main unit cell with the ground plane through a metal via hole. Thus, it can enable the two states of the unit cell. The operation of the unit cell is ensured by a bias line which is connected to the control board. The equivalent circuit for the two states of the PIN diode is given in Figure 4 . As can be seen, in an ON state, the PIN diode behaves as a series circuit of a resistance and an inductance, whereas it acts as a series circuit of a capacitance and an inductance. Under an EM wave illumination, the impedance of the PIN diode can be described as:
where R = 0.9 Ω, L = 0.7 nH, and C = 0.23 pF. The EM wave will be reflected at the PIN diode and be re-radiated at unit cell surface with the reflection coefficient, which is calculated as:
where Z R is the radiation impedance of the unit cell. One should find the structure which provides an appropriate value of Z R to obtain a 180 • phase change between ON and OFF states at the objective frequency. In order to easily figure out the proper value of radiation impedance and reduce the uncontrolled reflection from the unit cell, the unit cell structure should be designed to resonate at the objective frequency. Normally, a rectangular patch with approximately half wavelength dimensions is used as a resonant structure. However, in this work, we used the fractal structure to achieve compact size (a quarter wavelength) but provided the same performance as the rectangular patch. The detailed dimensions of the unit cell are given in the Table 1 . The unit cell is simulated using commercial software CST studio suite and the simulated reflection magnitude and phase of the unit cell are shown in Figure 5 . It is obvious that at 5.8 GHz, while the reflection magnitude is almost identical between the ON and OFF state, the reflection phase between the two cases has 180 • change. The maximum unit cell loss is around 0.5 dB for the OFF state. It is evident that the proposed 1-bit unit cell is suitable for the coding metasurface. As the phase change between ON/OFF states is relative, we can simply state that a unit cell with an ON state corresponds with a 180 • phase reflection and one with an OFF state has a 0 • phase reflection. 
Coding Metasurface Construction
With the proposed unit cell, a 1-bit 16 × 16 coding metasurface is constructed and fabricated using printed circuit board technology, as shown in Figure 6 . The metasurface has a total size of 176 mm × 176 mm and is precisely attached to the output pins of the control board as a sandwich structure. To enable the beam focusing ability, the control board plays a crucial role in coding metasurface, which provides an exact voltage to turn the PIN diode in each unit cell ON and OFF. The block diagram and prototype of the control board are presented in Figure 7 . As the coding metasurface has 256 unit cells, the control board has to control 256 output pins independently. In order to reduce the complexity of wiring the control board, we used two 8-bit shift registers (SR1 and SR2) to independently set the data for each row. Then, the data will be stored in the D flip flip (DFF), which is enabled by two 3 to 8 line decoders (DEC1 and DEC2). Therefore, by selecting the appropriate row, the data can be independently loaded to the intended row. Consequently, we can control the coding metasurface with any ON/OFF state of the unit cell. The LED is parallel connected to the PIN diode to indicate the state of the unit cell, which gives an observable view of the active ON/OFF pattern of the coding metasurface. All the input data are provided by the data acquisition (DAQ) that is controlled by a LabVIEW program.
Results
Simulation Results
Before fabricating the prototype, a 16 × 16 coding metasurface is modeled and simulated using CST Studio software to verify the theory. In this simulation, the metasurface is in the XOY plane, and a horn serves as an EM source, which is located at (−5.7 cm, 0 cm, 10 cm) or at (−30 • , 0 • ) with respect to the metasurface. Then, an ON/OFF pattern matrix for steering to (40 • , 0 • ) is loaded to the PIN diode of each unit cell. Finally, the simulation results are exported and shown in Figures 8 and 9 . It is clearly observed that the coding metasurface is capable of steering the beam to the desired direction with 1 • error in the test case. Furthermore, the surface current distribution in Figure 9 is almost coincident with the input ON/OFF coding pattern. Specifically, we can notice that the current distribution of the unit cell in OFF state is considerable compared to the one with the ON state. As the proposed system transfers the power via EM waves, human exposure and the specific absorption rate (SAR) level should be considered. Figures 10 and 11 present the simulation SAR level (averaged over 1 gram of human tissue) and beam shape when a human head is exposed closely to the metasurface. In this simulation, the metasurface is encoded to focus the beam to (30 • , 0 • ) at the human head, which is placed 50 cm away from the metasurface. The transmitted power is 27 dBm. Figure 10 demonstrates that SAR level at the operating frequency is within the specified limit of 1.6 W/kg regarding to FCC limit. In addition, in the case of human exposure, the beam shape is a bit wider compared to the one without a human head. This results in degrading the gain from 17.3 to around 15 dBi, as shown in Figure 11 . 
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the capability of the proposed coding metasurface, after fabricating, several tests were done with the prototype.
Beam Steering with Beam Synthesis Scheme
In the first test, we applied ON/OFF coding patterns, which were calculated using the beam synthesis scheme, to verify the beam steering capability of the metasurface. The metasurface is attached to a holder which is perpendicular to the horizontal plane as shown in Figure 7b . A horn antenna working as an EM source is placed at (10 mm, −5.7 mm, 0 mm) with respect to the metasurface to avoid blocking the reflected signal. The measured results are presented in Figure 12 . We can observe that the coding metasurface can perform beam focusing and steering to a specific direction with the elevation angle (θ) range of 0 • to 60 • . As a matter of fact, the steerable elevation angle can range from −60 • to 60 • and the azimuth angle, which the main beam can be focused on, is (0 • , 360 • ) by properly assembling the feed horn. However, in the limitation of this paper, we would not demonstrate these results. Further, there are constant errors of about 2 • occurred in every cases that may be caused by the imperfection of the experimental setup. Moreover, similar to the theory, the grating lobe appears in the case of steering the beam to 50 • and 60 • . It is the limitation of the planar metasurface. In addition, the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) ranging from 13 • to 27 • is likely large due to the small size of the coding metasurface. A much sharper beamwidth can be attained with a larger coding metasurface.
Adaptive Beam Steering with Optimal Phase Control
To validate the effectiveness of the optimal phase control scheme, firstly, we present the optimal quantized phase distribution and the corresponding beam pattern which is compared to the one from the beam synthesis scheme in Figure 13 . It can be observed from Figure 13b that a better beam pattern with a higher transmission coefficient is achieved with optimal phase distribution in comparison with the one of a beam synthesis scheme. Furthermore, we measured and compared the efficiency of power transfer between the optimal phase and random phase control schemes in Figure 14a . We also compared the optimal phase control and the beam synthesis schemes in Figure 14b . As can be seen from Figure 14 , the proposed scheme demonstrates much higher efficiency in comparison with the random phase control scheme. At the same time, it is clear that the optimal one outperforms the beam synthesis scheme as indicated in Figure 14b . While around 4% efficiency is observed in the optimal phase control scheme at 50 cm with the steering angle of 30 • , only around 3% efficiency is achieved in beam synthesis scheme. By extending the size of the coding metasurface, higher power transfer efficiency will be achieved.
The above results were acquired considering only line of sight transmission. However, in actual WPT scenarios, obstacles such as humans and animals might be exposed between the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx). Hence, this would have a severe effect on power transmission efficiency. To comprehend this problem, we investigated the power transfer efficiency as a human hand and body inserted between Tx and Rx, and the results are indicated in Figure 15 . It is evident that the efficiency declines almost 1% with hand blocking and almost drops to 0% with human body blockage.
Actually, we can redo the training to get the optimal phase to enhance the efficiency when the human phantom is inserted. We did re-training with a human body exposed in some positions and compared with the results without re-training as presented in the Table 2 . It is clear that remarkable improvement can be achieved by re-training the programmable metasurface when humans are exposed between Tx and Rx. Table 3 shows the comparison of the proposed system with the previous works. With a fixed beam and large dimensions, the reflect array in [26] provides a higher efficiency compared to the phased array in [27] and our work. This results not only from the large size of the surface but also from the almost ideal phase distribution used in focusing to a fixed position in this work. This shows the potential of using a metasurface in WPT. The phased array in [27] outperforms our work in transfer distance operating in the lower frequency, which suffers lower loss from transmission path but leads to a physically large system. The performance of our proposed programmable metasurface can be enhanced with a larger size of the metasurface.
(a) (b) Figure 14 . Power transmission efficiency comparison: (a) optimal phase control and random phase control schemes with the steering angle at (30 • , 0 • ); (b) optimal phase control (optimal) and beam synthesis (BS) schemes at different distances. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel 1-bit coding metasurface is proposed and implemented for WPT systems. The coding metasurface is capable of adaptively focusing and steering beam to enhance power transfer efficiency in WPT systems. The proposed metasurface comprises 16 × 16 compact unit cells which were designed with a fractal structure and an operating frequency of 5.8 GHz. Indeed, both simulations and experiments were conducted to validate the theory. It was demonstrated that the proposed coding metasurface is able to focus the beam to the desired direction with a wide range from −60 • to 60 • in the elevation angle. For the adaptive beam to be focused on the mobile receiver, the adaptive optimal phase control scheme was proposed and applied. The results prove that the optimal one surpasses the random phase control and beam synthesis schemes. At 50 cm, the coding metasurface with the optimal phase control scheme can provide approximate 4% of power transfer efficiency, while it is just about 3% in the beam synthesis scheme. 
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